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The new seasons stock has started to roll in. 
Jerseys with rather stunning prints, geometric 
prints on bengaline and ponte (see Wendy’s 
Word on the next for more information about 
the ponte), a stretch cotton sateen called 
’Strawflower’ in two colourways, and a warp 
stretch print have all arrived so far. Over the 
next few weeks there will be further deliveries 
which will include more jersey and warp stretch 
ponte; some gorgeous lightweight wool/
viscose in bright colours which will be perfect 
for layering or scarves; printed rayon crepe 
perfect for tops/dresses; and more of the 
gorgeous wool/cashmere blend we have had 
over the last few years in new colours. 

Boiled wool seems to be in short supply again 
this year, although we have managed to get 
more of the stunning fuchsia colour we had 
last year. We are still hunting for more and 
hopefully will be successful in our quest. 

We will also have many other fabrics being 
delivered that are not part of our seasonal 
collections. These include a small selection 
from a relatively new range of printed cotton/
spandex knit fabric, in both prints and plain; 
more Japanese double gauze in a variety of 
prints, perfect for those lightweight garments 
for both adults and children; lots more 
Japanese printed cottons, including cotton 

Right: “Scatters” Viscose 
Jersey. 
(House of Cloth)

New In-store & Online



Wendy’s Word

barkcloth (see opposite for further information 
on this). Most of these fabrics were ordered 
a while ago so we have forgotten what they 
look like. We are in for a (hopefully) pleasant 
surprise when they arrive!

Patterns

We have restocked our Grainline Studio 
patterns, including three new ones—the 
Farrow dress, the Cascade duffle coat and the 
Willow tank/dress. 

Yarn

More stock of Malabrigo Silky Merino and Lace 
are on their way, as well as a new yarn in this 
range, Arroyo. A change in our purchasing 
arrangements for Noro yarn has meant that 
we also have access to a number of other yarn 
ranges. After obtaining samples of some of 
these yarns, and inviting people to review, we 
will be purchasing a selection in the coming 
months. Stay tuned.

As the cooler weather is just around the corner, 
I am contemplating some new additions to my 
wardrobe. The first of the new seasons fabric is 
in store, which included three printed pontes. 
Ponte fabrics have been one of our best selling 
knit fabrics and for the first time we are able 
to offer a printed version. These have a lovely 
soft hand and both sides of the fabrics can be 
used to create the perfect match for splicing, 
blocking or a matching garment. All three are 
printed on a black background and will no 
doubt be very popular. In fact, we had pre-sold 
several metres before the farbics had been put 
on the floor. 

New In-store & Online
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Far Right: “Geo” Ponte. 
(House of Cloth)

Far Right: “Spots Galore” 
Printed Cotton; Colour: 
Rose. 
(House of Cloth)



Feature Fabric: Barkcloth
Today, what is commonly called barkcloth is a 
soft, thick, slightly textured fabric, so named 
because it has a rough surface like that of 
tree bark. This barkcloth is usually made of 
densely woven cotton fibers. Historically, the 
fabric has been used in home furnishings, 
such as curtains, drapery, upholstery, and 
slipcovers. It is often associated with 1940s 
through 1960s home fashions, particularly 
in tropical, abstract, “atomic” and 
“boomerang” prints, the last two themes 
being expressed by images of atoms with 
electrons whirling, and by the boomerang 
shape which was very popular in mid-century 
cocktail tables and fabrics. Waverly, a famed 
design house for textiles and wall coverings 
between 1923 and 2007, called their version 
of this fabric rhino cloth, possibly for the 
rough, nubbly surface. American barkcloth 
shot through with gold Lurex threads was 
called Las Vegas cloth, and contained as 
much as 65% rayon as well, making it a softer, 
more flowing fabric than the stiffer all-cotton 
rhino cloth or standard barkcloth. 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haberdasher 

Barkcloth is now quite popular again, with a 
number of fabric designers using this fabric as 
the base cloth for their designs. These fabrics 

have increasingly been targeted to garments 
as well as home furnishings. I am very pleased 
to announce that we now have some of this 
fabric in store, with more coming. The first of 
these is from an Australian designer called 
Cathy Bissell who works under the name of 
‘Gertrude Made’. Cathy has produced a very 
popular range called ‘Outback Wife’, with a 
number of different patterns in this range, 
making choice difficult. We will only have 
a very small selection of this range in store 
initially. Other fabrics from Japanese designers 
are due here in a couple of months. 

Far Right: Barkcloth. 
(House of Cloth)

Traditionally ponte knit fabrics have been 
used for pants, but this quality fabric works 
just as well for skirts, dresses, jackets, etc. If 
you have not had much experience with knit 
fabrics these are a really good choice, as they 
are relatively stable to sew, do not require 
any finishing of the raw edges, have good 
“return” of the stretch as well as a good fibre 
composition for extra comfort. There are also 
two plain grey marle ponte fabrics in the same 
weight to add to our existing colour range. 



Coming Events

Bookings for all these classes can be made in person, 
by telephone on 5443 6400, or by emailing fabric@houseofcloth.com.au

Cathy Sofarnos of BERNINA 
Cathy will be here for a 
demonstration/information 
session. She will demonstrate 
the #72 presser foot, provide 
an overview of the new 
embroidery software, and 
is happy to talk about other 
areas of interest. If there is 
something you would like 
Cathy to either demonstrate 
or talk about, please let us 
know and we will pass this on 
to her. 
When: Thursday 30 March 
Time: 1030am – 12:30pm 
Cost: Free

School Holiday Program 
For children 9 – 14 years. Full 
details available online or in-
store. 
 
Intermediate Sewing 
When: Tuesday 6 April 
Time: 1pm – 4pm 
Cost: $30*

Beginner Sewing 
When: Wednesday 5 April 
Time: 10:30am – 1230pm 
Cost: $20*

Creative Sewing 
When: Thursday 6 April 
Time: 1pm – 4pm 
Cost: $30*

Intermediate Sewing 
When: Tuesday 11 April 
Time: 1pm – 4pm 
Cost: $30*

Beginner Sewing 
When: Wednesday 12 April 
Time: 10:30am – 12:30pm 
Cost: $20*

*Materials not included in 
cost. See website, in-store or 
call for details.

Strathdale Quilters Biennial 
Exhibition and Sales 
Where: St Andrew’s Uniting 
Church 
When: Friday 14th to Monday 
17th April

Refresher/beginner 
Workshops 
Are you new to sewing?  Or 
want to go back and start 
from the basics to get you 
back into sewing? Then these 
workshops are for you. 

Run over two Saturdays, these 
four hour workshops will cover 
a range of techniques that will 
be incorporated into making 
a bag or cushion in the first 
week, then into making a 
basic garment in the second 
week. At booking, you will be 

asked to complete a pre-class 
questionnaire, so that we can 
tailor the workshop around 
individual needs. 

When: Saturday 6 May & 
Saturday 20 May 
Time: 11am – 4pm, with a 
lunch break 
Cost: $90 per person 
Requirements: all materials 
will be supplied for the first 
workshop. You own sewing 
machine is preferred, however 
please let us know if you 
require one. 
Tutor: Jenny Feiss - Jenny is 
passionate about fabrics, art 
and creativity. As a trained 
textiles teacher Jenny enjoys 
assisting others to develop 
their design and stitching 
skills.

Still TBC

• Print your own cushion or 
tote.

• Shibori dye techniques 
using nature dyes.

• Print & Stitch: block 
printing with embroidery.

• Block print repeats.
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